[Distribution and functional significance of A/T tracts in promotor sequences of Escherichia coli].
Distribution of the A/T tracts described in earlier publications in the region extending from nucleotide -250 to +150 relative to the transcription initiation site of gene transcribed regions adjacent to promoter was studied. Upstream of the -35 region a succession of A/T tracts was discovered distributed at a shorter distance one from another than in analogous elements of the transcribed region (1 and 1.5 helix turns, respectively). Such a positional dependence suggests different functional manifestation of A/T tracts at different transcription steps. Single initiation using the T7D promoter mutant derivatives devoid of A/T tracts in two critical positions, +41 and , yielded shortened products of the corresponding length. One might speculate that such elements adjacent to promoter region play a significant role in transcription complex functioning.